SMART solutions for higher education

Connecting and engaging the modern classroom
SMART offers powerful options for connecting with students in any environment, whether in-person, remote, or hybrid.

Simple-to-use solutions with powerful potential
SMART products are intuitive and easy to use and adopt without sacrificing the power of collaboration and engagement.

Collaborative
SMART displays work with all major video-conferencing apps and allow for simultaneous interactivity by multiple users, both in-person and remote.

Flexible
SMART displays integrate seamlessly with your existing devices and peripherals.

Convenient
Solutions like SMART Podium and SMART Ink allow students and professors to instantly interact with all lesson content.
A more connected classroom

Whether it’s in the public arena of the lecture hall or the intimacy of a small study group, SMART products have the power to elevate the learning environment of your institution.

With SMART, every student gets a voice
SMART is the ONLY interactive display that lets multiple students freely write, erase, and gesture at the same time over ANY application.

Teach effectively in large spaces
Professors can connect SMART Podium to their computers, projectors, and displays to keep students engaged from anywhere.

Centrally manage all devices
SMART Remote Management allows administrators to maintain, control, and secure devices from any web browser. SMART Pro series interactive displays are the first and only interactive displays currently on the market certified for Crestron XIO Cloud and Crestron’s 2nd Generation Crestron Connected. SMART and Crestron bring intuitive collaboration and interactivity to classrooms without sacrificing operational efficiency.

Why SMART solutions for higher education?

SMART Board Interactive Displays allow users at Queen’s University to connect instructors, students, and administrators from all over the world.
SMART Board® Pro series

Ready to use when you walk into the room. No training needed; just pick up a pen and write. With iQ embedded computing, SMART interactive displays are the digital hub of your learning spaces.

SMART Board MX Pro series with iQ

The user and budget friendly solution to boosting team productivity. The SMART Board MX Pro series has all the interactive tools teams need to collaborate at a great value.

SMART Board QX Pro series with iQ

With an integrated microphone array, Android 11 operating system*, two 65W full-featured USB-C ports, NFC login and up to 40 points of touch, the QX Pro series is even simpler to deploy, use & support, and designed to protect your data.

SMART Podium™ 624

Add interactivity to your projectors, displays and computers in the classroom and at home to engage students anywhere. SMART Podium easily adds touch, gestures and digital ink in the files and applications your teachers already know and use, then projects them to a large format display or projector for more effective and natural teaching.

SMART Board GX series

Simple to deploy, use and support, the GX is the affordable alternative to non-touch displays and a solid investment for your budget. It features embedded Android computing, our award-winning inking software, and compatibility with your current tech infrastructure.

SMART Podium™ 624

Add interactivity to your projectors, displays and computers in the classroom and at home to engage students anywhere. SMART Podium easily adds touch, gestures and digital ink in the files and applications your teachers already know and use, then projects them to a large format display or projector for more effective and natural teaching.

SMART Board® Pro series displays

Our best sellers for higher education

are included with all SMART Board® Pro series displays
Engineered for true longevity

Designed for the future, with industry-leading upgradability and product lifespan, SMART displays with iQ maximize your technology investment.

Touch engineered for excellence
With 35+ years of in-house development experience and 400 tech patents and growing, SMART interactive displays take the industry’s next generation touch technology to places no other manufacturer does.

Cutting edge chip and port selection
SMART’s long term industry experience with SOC (system on a chip) manufacturers gives us access to cutting edge chip and port selection, anticipating technology trends to provide future-proofed technology.

Designed to last
SMART interactive displays survive intensive accelerated life testing, including extreme temperature, humidity and voltage testing, ensuring less downtime and longer lifespan.

Hassle-free OTA-updates to SMART-developed Android platform
Automatically benefit from patches and updates to Android, plus SMART apps and features, so your technology stays secure, lasts longer and keeps up with the market.

Sustainability is at the core of our innovation

It’s no secret. From the earth to your classroom, the journey of an interactive display has an impact on the environment. We consider this impact and that is why at SMART, a fair, humane and sustainable way of doing business is not just a goal but a requirement.

Small footprint. Giant strides.
We are constantly identifying ways to reduce our own carbon footprint and support you on your journey to net zero. Our packaging is recyclable and our latest optimized packaging initiative has reduced packaging design and materials, allowing us to fit up to 30% more products into shipping containers.

Efficiency energized.
Being ENERGY STAR® certified and EcoDesign compliant, our interactive displays are designed to help you lower power consumption and carbon footprint. Built-in sensors allow our displays to sleep and wake up automatically for a more energy-efficient performance.

Sourced ethically and responsibly.
We are committed to sourcing components and materials from companies that share our values on human rights, ethics, and environmental responsibility. We diligently evaluate and audit our direct suppliers on their commitment to becoming conflict-free.
SMART Electric Height-Adjustable Stands
Create easy-to-install collaborative spaces, anywhere

SMART’s mobile stand with integrated power bar* turns any space into a collaborative space with only one cord to plug into the wall. SMART’s wall stand helps save in expensive wall reinforcement, and provides height adjustment for up to 86” interactive displays, flexibly enabling hands-on collaboration and presentations to large audiences.

Fully UL certified and ADA compliant.

*Model availability may vary by region.

Training and Support Services
Partnering with SMART means we don’t leave you to figure out how to use your collaboration solution—we help you achieve your goals. SMART provides training and has several installation and support services options to fit your needs and budget.

Training
Access our online training courses and self-serve, how-to videos on our hardware and software solutions anytime, anywhere, so you can get the most out of your collaboration technology—from day 1 onward.

Support
SMART global support has the experience, knowledge and resources to ensure consistent, fast and effective support. Make your SMART experience simply seamless with a host of warranty options, training resources and technical support.

Discover SMART Higher Education solutions designed to meet the needs of modern digital classrooms.
LEARN MORE
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